BECOME A SPONSOR
2024 ECC SPONSORSHIPS

ECC Extra
January 31 – February 1, 2024
JW Marriott
Austin, TX

PerspECCtives Conference
August 28 – 31, 2024
The Broadmoor
Colorado Springs, CO
The annual ECC Conference and ECC Extra attract more than 1,000 executives annually representing diverse industries to learn, collaborate and network. Along with panels, round tables and interactive sessions led by industry practitioners, ECC brings world class thought leaders to share leadership concepts, geopolitical insights, economic forecasts and inspiration. ECC is about gaining a perspective, shifting your view, broadening your vision.

ECC SPONSORSHIP PROGRAM

Secure your sponsorship now and take advantage of Sponsor and Future Leader activities this Spring.

Basic ECC Sponsorship ($8,500)
Basic Sponsorship is a year-round program that begins when you commit to sponsorship through the 2024 ECC Conference. There are Future Leader and Sponsor events year-round, so the earlier you commit, the more value you will receive. All Basic Sponsor companies receive:

- One complimentary registration for a new Future Leader and 25% discount for second and third year (for returning sponsors) Future Leaders to attend the ECC Annual PerspECCtives Conference (August 28 – 31, 2024 at The Broadmoor in Colorado Springs, CO)
- Complimentary registration for new, second and third year Future Leaders for the Mid-Year Future Leader Meeting (April 11, 2024)
- Two complimentary registrations to Spring and Fall Sponsor-Only Sessions (April 10, 2024 and August 30, 2024)
- Logo recognition in ECC Conference promotional materials and ECC website with link to the Corporate Sponsor company’s website
- Onsite recognition at the ECC Conference
- Invitation to special events

Premier ECC Sponsorship ($12,000)
Premier Sponsorship includes all benefits above in the Basic Sponsorship plus:

- Logo recognition at both the ECC Annual PerspECCtives Conference and ECC Extra
- 2 complimentary registrations to ECC Extra – a $1,700 value (January 31 – February 1, 2024 in Austin, TX)
- One additional seat to the Spring and Fall Sponsor-Only Executive Session – a $450 value per session

Event Sponsorship
Event specific sponsorships for the Annual Conference are available only as an add-on to Basic or Premier Sponsors. Please contact Kristin Webster for details at kwebster@eventsiagroup.com

SPONSORSHIP CONTACT
To discuss becoming an ECC sponsor, contact Arnie Salinas at arnie.salinas@woodplc.com
WHY LEADERS ATTEND ECC

- As an owner, ECC is a safe, neutral platform for true collaboration in our industry.
- At ECC, we are exposed to the latest in broad, strategic thinking and global trends as well as tools, techniques and best practices from industry practitioners who know what we face every day. It’s of great value to us.
- This forum is a high level gathering of thought leaders focused on the development of relationships, open sharing of knowledge, and deep discussion of timely and significant issues facing the industry.
- ECC is a staple for leaders in the capital projects arena.
- This conference is superior to any others because it’s run by industry, not a company.
- Best networking and highest quality speakers.

PAST ECC CONFERENCE HIGHLIGHTS

FORUMS AND SESSIONS

- Battling the Enemy of Predictable Projects
- Better Together: Using Data to Get Field Connectivity
- Developing Project Teams of Tomorrow
- Leading in the Energy Trilemma
- Predictable Engineering in an Unpredictable World
- Ready to Lead: Changing Dynamics in Leadership
- The Search for Talent

FEATURED SPEAKERS

Tony Dungy - Former Head Coach, Football Analyst NFL/NBC Sports
Vicki Hollub - President and Chief Executive Officer, Oxy
Anirban Basu - Chairman & CEO Sage Policy Group
Adam Steltzner - Chief Engineer: Mars Sample Return, NASA Jet Prolusion Laboratory
Peter Zeihan – Zeihan on Geopolitics
Steve Wozniak - Founder, Apple
...and executive level Speakers from BP, MIT, ExxonMobil, Meta, Dow, S&P, Apple, Lyondell Bassell, Shark Tank, Chevron, Koch, Worley, Fluor and many more.
ECC Sponsors help the Association fulfill its mission of promoting thought leadership among owners, contractors, suppliers and academia in the global engineering and construction industry through the Annual ECC Perspectives Conference. Our mission is fulfilled by our generous sponsors and partners who steward the platform of collaboration in our community.